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Measuring atrophy in age-related macular degeneration: why
does reliability matter?
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INTRODUCTION
Geographic atrophy (GA) is an advanced stage of age-related
macular degeneration (AMD) that has no course of intervention to
manage progression. GA leads to significant vision impairments
and quality of life decline [1, 2]. Currently, there are no viable
treatment options to manage GA; however, this is an area of high
clinical importance, and a number of Phase 3 trials are assessing
various treatment strategies to manage the progression of GA [3–5].
In this context, it is vital that researchers and clinicians are able to
identify atrophy associated with AMD at various stages and assess
the impact of treatment on progression from one stage to the next.
This is important not only for accurate assessment of treatment
effect in clinical trials, but also for effective adoption of these
treatment modalities in clinical practice [2, 6]. Clinicians need to be
able to identify the appropriate patient population who will benefit
from intervention and monitor the progression of atrophy over
time. A very important recent development in this field has been
the work done by the Classification of Atrophy Meetings (CAM)
program where international experts have provided new consensus
definitions for atrophy using multimodal imaging modalities.
Recent advancement in the early diagnosis of GA progression has
been published by the CAM program, which focuses on the use of
spectral domain optical coherence tomography (SD-OCT) to assess
and classify changes in the retinal and choroidal tissue, as well as
identify precursor lesions of GA [2].

HOW CAN WE EVALUATE ATROPHY USING SD-OCT?
The CAM group developed a system in which SD-OCT could be
used to identify changes in the outer retina and retinal pigment
epithelium (RPE), leading to the classification of patients into
distinct groups that may be of higher, or lower, degrees of GA
progression [2]. The framework proposed by the CAM group
employs atrophy classification based on the anatomic layers
impacted on OCT. The key categories include incomplete retinal
pigment (RPE) and outer retinal atrophy (iRORA) and complete
RPE and outer retinal atrophy (cRORA) [2].
Devised as a research tool to facilitate AMD related research, it is

vital that the classification system is highly reliable. The CAM
group recently published a study assessing inter-rater agreement
by assessing twelve readers from six reading centers after formal
training and demonstrated that most of the features of iRORA and
cRORA could be assessed relatively consistently and robustly [6].
As an important tool to assess and monitor disease progression

and response to treatment in AMD, the CAM classification system
will gain increasing clinical applicability if it can demonstrate high
reliability not only among “expert” reading center evaluators, but

also among clinicians who will need to make treatment decisions.
In this issue of EYE, Chandra et al. aim to address this important
topic by assessing the reliability of the cRORA classification by
clinical experts and provide important insights into some of the
potential challenges that must be addressed as we try to bring the
learnings from the research realm into clinical practice [2].

WHAT IS RELIABILITY?
Reliability is a psychometric property of measurement tools that is
often discussed alongside validity. While validity refers to the
accuracy of a measurement tool to appropriately evaluate the
construct that it is planned to measure, reliability refers to the
ability for assessors to consistently use the tool. In the case of the
CAM classification system, validity refers to the accuracy in which
the system evaluates changes that are appropriately considered
markers for GA progression. Reliability, on the other hand,
accounts for how consistently clinicians are able to measure the
markers of GA progression and come to the appropriate
conclusions [2]. There are a few different types of reliability,
which are broadly categorized as internal and external reliability.
Internal reliability relates to the consistency of individual items
within a measurement tool[7]. in the CAM classification system,
this would be consistency between outer retina readings and RPE
readings to come to the same classification conclusions. External
reliability, on the other hand, focuses on the ability in which the
classification system can come to the same result between
different evaluators (inter-rater), as well as when the same
evaluator repeats their measurement (intra-rater) [2, 7, 8].
A specific form of intra-rater reliability—test-retest reliability—

refers to the degree in which a clinician can rate a patient’s SD-
OCT images using the CAM classification system, then (after some
time has passed) re-rate the same images. High test-retest
reliability would occur if the clinician can effectively reproduce
the same classifications as they had given on the first instance.
When classifications differ between the test and retest classifica-
tions, there are issues with the reliability of the classification tool
itself [2].

INTER- AND INTRA-RATER RELIABILITY OF THE CAM
CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
As discussed above, the investigation of the inter- and intra-rater
reliability of the CAM classification system determined that well
trained reading center readers demonstrated reliable classifica-
tion. However, in a more broad clinician group, they struggled to
consistently rate cRORA with this system [2, 6]. Both inter-rater
and intra-rater reliability was drastically improved in individuals
who intimately understood the CAM criteria; however, the other
clinical experts were unable to reliably measure and classify
patients with GA as being within the cRORA classification [2, 6].
This proves to be a important goal for the CAM group to address.
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Given the growing importance and impact of the CAM classifica-
tion in the field of AMD, it will be vital that not only reading center
experts, but also clinicians are able to consistently and appro-
priately classify atrophy in AMD to ensure appropriate treatment
decisions and monitoring for response to intervention in their
patients.

WHAT CAN BE DONE TO FACILITATE EFFECTIVE ADOPTION OF
CAM CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM INTO CLINICAL PRACTICE?
The external reliability concerns with the CAM classification
methodology when adopted by clinicians can be potentially
addressed in a number of ways. First and foremost, advanced
education and training on how to utilize the classification system
has shown to aid in reliability—as clinicians who were accustomed
to the CAM criteria had much better reliability than non-familiar
ophthalmologists within the CAM reliability study [2, 6]. Although
difficult to implement, widespread education and training would
naturally improve the ability for clinicians to utilize this tool
effectively. This can prove to be a difficult task, as widespread
implementation of training and education would likely require
resource and buy-in from major ophthalmology organizations
with broad reach in the field. Despite these difficulties, training
and education are always an important aspect of implementing
novel clinical methodologies.
Another consideration for improving reliability would require

iterative improvements to the CAM classification system itself, in
which the specific areas that create difficulties in consistent rating
are addressed. Within Chandra et al.’s evaluation of the CAM
classification system, they evaluated the differences that white-on-
black vs black-on-white SD-OCT images had on the reliability [2].
This did identify some areas in which reliability may be improved,
as agreement was typically improved using white-on-black
images; with the exception of classification components that
measured RPE attenuation/loss. It is these types of iterative
investigations and subsequent improvements to the CAM
classification system that may aid in improving the overall
reliability of the tool.

CONCLUSION
The CAM classification system is a major step forward toward an
objective and staged classification of atrophy in AMD. Similar to
the DRSS classification for Diabetic Retinopathy and the AREDS
classification for AMD, the CAM classification system will play a
major role in our understanding of disease progression and allow
for careful assessment of treatment effect for new therapeutics in
the management of atrophy in AMD. As a research tool, the CAM
classification has demonstrated high reliability when utilized in
the context of trained readers at reading centers. However, the
applicability of this classification system in real-world clinical
practice to guide clinical decision making appears to be limited
due to reliability concerns based on current evidence in the
literature. The work by Chandra et al. is an important step forward
to highlight some of the challenges around widespread adoption
of this classification system into clinical practice and to provide
insights into how to improve reliability of this important tool in
the hands of clinicians. Educational and training efforts may prove
to be the vital next step in widespread adoption and improve-
ments to the reliability of the CAM classification system in the real-

world; however, improvements to the system itself may help
future iterations to be better deployed within broad ophthalmo-
logic practice.
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